Time is a valuable resource and it seems intuitive that longer time should lead to better precision in Hamiltonian parameter estimation. However recent studies have put this intuition into question, showing longer time may even lead to worse estimation in certain cases. Here we show that the intuition can be restored if coherent feedback controls are included. By deriving asymptotically optimal feedback controls we present a quantification of the maximal improvement feedback controls can provide in Hamiltonian parameter estimation and show a universal time scaling for the precision limit of Hamiltonian parameter estimation under the optimal feedback scheme.
Time is a valuable resource and it seems intuitive that longer time should lead to better precision in Hamiltonian parameter estimation. However recent studies have put this intuition into question, showing longer time may even lead to worse estimation in certain cases. Here we show that the intuition can be restored if coherent feedback controls are included. By deriving asymptotically optimal feedback controls we present a quantification of the maximal improvement feedback controls can provide in Hamiltonian parameter estimation and show a universal time scaling for the precision limit of Hamiltonian parameter estimation under the optimal feedback scheme.
The implementation of quantum technology usually requires a full and precise information about the parameters of system evolution, which makes quantum Hamiltonian parameter estimation a crucial problem. An important task of Hamiltonian parameter estimation is to find out the ultimate achievable precision limit with given resources and design schemes that attain it. Typically Hamiltonian parameter estimation is achieved by preparing some initial quantum state ρ 0 and letting it evolve under the Hamiltonian H(x), through the evolution ρ x = U x ρ 0 U † x , where U x = e −iH(x)T , the unknown parameter in the Hamiltonian is imprinted on ρ x , one then can estimate the parameter by measuring ρ x . This problem is well studied in quantum metrology when the Hamiltonian is in the multiplication form of the parameter H(x) = xH, it is known that in this case the optimal strategy is to prepare the initial state as
, where |λ max(min) is the eigenvector of H for the maximum(minimum) eigenvalue, the standard deviation of the optimal unbiased estimator of x then scales as
, here n is the number that the process is repeated and J = (λ max −λ min ) 2 T 2 is the maximal quantum Fisher information, where λ max(min) is the maximum(minimum) eigenvalue of H and T is the time that the Hamiltonian acts on initial states [1] . In this case the standard deviation of the estimation scales as the maximum quantum Fisher information in this case is then J = 4 sin 2 BT , which oscillates with time [3, 4] . Thus longer time may even lead to worse estimation for general Hamiltonian, this contradicts with our intuition.
In this article, we will show that the intuition can be restored when we include feedback controls. By presenting an asymptotically optimal feedback scheme for general Hamiltonian parameter estimation, we give a quantification of the maximal improvement feedback controls can provide in Hamiltonian parameter estimation. We show that under the optimal scheme the precision limit displays a universal time scaling 1 T which is independent of the form of the Hamiltonian. In this article we focus on single parameter estimation, generalization to multiple parameters is possible but is beyond the scope of this article.
The methods developed previously in [3, 4] to compute maximal quantum Fisher information for general Hamiltonians are quite invovled and hard to incorporate feedback controls. Here we use a tool developed in our recent work which is computationally efficient and convenient to include feedback controls, which we recapture here briefly [5] . The precision of estimating x from quantum states ρ x is related to the Bures distance between ρ x and its neighboring states ρ x+dx [6] [7] [8] [9] ,
here the Bures distance d Bures is defined as
where
1 is the fidelity. Thus maximizing the quantum Fisher information J(ρ x ) is equivalent to maximizing the square of Bures distance between ρ x and its neighboring states.
If the evolution is governed by U x = e −iH(x)T with a general Hamiltonian H(x), then ρ x = U x ρ 0 U † x and arXiv:1503.07050v1 [quant-ph] 24 Mar 2015
, which we will call eigen-angles of U , and arrange θ
for a given unitary operator, then from Eq. (1) we get
The precision limit is then given by
where n is the number that the measurement procedures are repeated. If U x is continuous with respect to x, then when dx
which gives the ultimate precision limit
For Hamiltonians in the multiplication form H(x) = xH, U x = e −ixHT , U † x U x+dx = e −iHT dx , in this case
Eq.(7) then recovers the well-known formula[1]
For general Hamiltonians, this also provides a straight forward way of calculating maximum quantum Fisher information. We will demonstrate it through an example, which will also be used later to show the gain of feedback controls. Consider the Hamiltonian H(x) = B[cos(x)σ 1 + sin(x)σ 3 ], where x is the interested parameter, it can represent the direction of a magnetic field [3, 4] . The Hamiltonian can be written compactly as H(x) = B[ a(x) · σ], where a 1 (x) = cos(x), a 2 (x) = 0, a 3 (x) = sin(x). If it evolves with time T , then
With a simple calculation one can get
here a is a unit vector and
Since the eigenvalues of e iB ( a · σ) are e ±iB , we have This is consistent with previous studies [3, 4] , however our method makes the computation much simpler. Next we are going to include feedback controls and show that the intuition that time is a valuable resource can be restored. We first prove a useful property of C T E (U ): given two n-dimensional unitary operators U 1 and
. To see this, let U 1 = e −iH1 and U 2 = e −iH2 where the eigenvalues of H 1 and H 2 are in [−π, π]. From Thompson's theorem [21] , there exists two unitary operators V 1 and V 2 such that Denote
, here λ(H) denotes the vector whose entries are the eigenvalues of H, arranged in decreasing order, i.e., λ 1 (H) ≥ λ 2 (H) ≥ · · · ≥ λ n (H) here λ i (H) denotes an eigenvalue of H at the i-th entry of λ(H), '≺' denotes the majorization relation [23] 
for 1 ≤ k ≤ n − 1 and
From this it is easy to see that
Thus
, this shows
We are now ready to derive optimal feedback controls. As shown in Fig.1 under the feedback scheme the evolution is interspersed with feedback coherent controls. The total evolution can be described by
here U t (x) = e −iH(x)t with t = T m , U 1 , U 2 , · · · , U m are coherent controls. Here we assume the controls are evenly interspersed, this is mostly for simplicity of notations, the analysis can be generalized to uneven case straightforwardly. We will first derive optimal controls for the case of m = 2, same strategy works in the general case. Fisher information is achievable asymptotically when x → x [16, 17, 19, 20] . In the non-asymptotical regime, with a reasonable estimate such strategy can also gain. For example with H(x) = B[cos(x)σ 1 + sin(x)σ 3 ] and consider the feedback scheme with a total evolution time T = mt and let the controls U 1 = U 2 = · · · = U † t (x) withx = (1 + β)x, here β represents the error of the estimate. In Fig.(2) we plotted the Fisher information with different β, it can be seen that such feedback controls gain for a broad range of β. When β = 0, the controls leads to the maximum quantum Fisher information which equals to 4m 2 sin 2 BT m , this is asymptotically achievable and much higher than the maximum Fisher information without feedback controls. When m is sufficiently large, sin BT m . = BT m , the maximum quantum Fisher information reaches 4B 2 T 2 , which means that the ultimate precision limit scales as 1 T . Such time scaling is actually universal that holds for any H(x) under the optimal feedback scheme, which we will now show. Assume the evolution is interspersed with m controls, range of β. Recently it has been shown that for a noisy evolution with the Hamiltonian H(x) = xH, quantum error correcting techniques can be used to extend the time scaling to 1 T if the noise is correctable [24] [25] [26] [27] . It is straightforward to combine those techniques with the optimal feedback controls here to show that universal time scaling also holds for arbitrary Hamiltonian under correctable noises. The combined method is expected to lead to better precision in general, however the optimality will generally be lost with a simple concatenation of these two techniques(quantum error correcting is not optimal in general), finding out the optimal feedback controls at the presence of noises will be a future research direction.
